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A Marine’s Wounded Soul
Confronting the causes and 
consequences of “moral injury”

Tim Kudo says that he expected to kill 
when he deployed to Iraq in 2009 as 

a Marine captain. But he didn’t know the 
lasting affect his actions would have on his 
emotions and his comrades’ psyches. Now 
he’s back, he’s assessed the impact, and 
he’s adding his voice to a growing public 
conversation about the 
prevalence of “moral 
in ju ry”  among  war 
veterans. He shared his 
story at a VEP event 
last April, speaking on a 
panel to a standing room 
only audience at Forbes 
Library.

“Before deploying, 
I held two seemingly 
contradictory beliefs: 
Killing is always wrong, 
but in war, it is necessary. 
But how can something 
be both immoral and 
necessary?” said Tim, 
who is now out of the 
Marines and a grad 
student in New York. 
“It can be difficult for 
veterans to reconcile 
taking lives with the biblical commandment ‘Thou shalt not kill.’” 
Coming home from the battlefield to a world where killing is wrong, 
he said, “can be incomprehensible.”

“The immorality of war is not a wound we can ignore, 
as is painfully obvious with so many veterans committing 
suicide”

VEP organized the event with Prof. Bob Meagher, a religion 
and philosophy scholar at Hampshire College— whose recent book 
on moral injury (see book listings, pg. 7) offers a withering critique 
of just war doctrine— also spoke on the panel. V.A. Chaplain David 
Whitely and Jim Munroe, a Vietnam veteran and Episcopal priest 
also contributed. VEP Director Susan Leary moderated.

War’s immorality “is not a wound we can ignore,” Tim warned, 
as evidenced by a high rate of veteran suicide, a point the other 
panelists emphasized.

The public event was part of a larger series of programs in 
VEP’s Unlearning the Language of Violence project. (See pg. 6) It 
was co-sponsored by the Northampton Human Rights Commission, 
First Churches, St. John’s Episcopal Church, Northampton Veterans 
Services and others. “Tim Kudo is a genius on the subject of ethics,” 
one audience member wrote. “He and VEP have much to teach us.”

Civilian War  
Survivors Speak

Accounts complement vets’ stories

VEP veterans always have spoken with 
clarity and power about the physical 

and emotional toll exacted from men and 
women who served in combat zones. But 
what about the civilians who survived war? 
Over the past year, several of these survivors 
spoke at VEP events, telling there side 

of the story. Educators 
and organizers responded 
enthusiastically.

VEP collaborated 
with Forbes Library, 
Northampton, the Center 
for New Americans and 
the city’s Human Rights 
Commission on events 
that featured survivors of 
war in Africa, the Middle 
East (including Iraq) and 
Central America. (VEP’s 
participation was funded 
by a MassHumanities 
grant: see Page 6.) The 
events were part of the 
library’s “community 
read” of the bestseller 
book Outcasts United, 
the true story of teen 
refugees from many 

countries banding together in the U.S. to form a soccer team, 
winning championships and community respect.

“People were so appreciative to have a greater 
understanding of the sense of loss in leaving family 
in one's war torn homeland to arrive in the U.S. 
without speaking the language or knowing the culture” 
                                              Lisa Downing, Forbes Library

Two kinds of war experiences
Victor Nunez-Ortiz, who has shared his story of serving in Iraq 

with the U.S. Marines at VEP events, spoke on a panel at a Forbes 
event last fall about growing up in a time of civil war in his native 
El Salvador. When he was seven, his mother took him to the U.S. 
to escape the violence. He was joined on the panel by refugees 
from countries such as Sudan, Libya and Iraq. (See photo, Page 6.)

“People were so appreciative to have a greater understanding 
of the sense of loss in leaving family in one's war torn homeland 
to arrive in the U.S. without speaking the language or knowing the 
culture,” said Forbes Assistant Directtor Lisa Downing. “It was a 
great final event for ‘All Hamptons Read’.”

Victor also compared and contrasted his different refugee 

New programs and exciting collaborations reach 
first-time audiences locally and regionally

VEP veteran Jim Munroe (left), NPS Ranger Jennifer Zazo and VEP volunteer Rob Wilson 
(center) pose with 7th graders and their teacher, Harriet Kulig, at Birchland Middle School in 
East Longmeadow. Jim’s presentations to students were part of a new VEP collaboration with 
Springfield area schools and the National Park Service’s “Park in Every Classroom” (PEC) 
program. (See pg. 2)

continued, page 2
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and military war experiences at local public schools. 
“Veterans get treated for P.T.S.D. at the V.A.,” he observed 
at Easthampton H.S., while most civilians traumatized by 
war “just have to suffer it and cope on their own.”

A genocide survivor speaks
Hearing of the successful “Hampton Reads” events, 

English teacher Kathy Brown, at Smith Vocational High 
School in Northampton, assigned Outcasts United as 
summer reading to her 9th and 10th graders and asked VEP 
to coordinate a follow-up speaker. Jowel Iranzi, who grew 
up in the Democratic Republic of Congo, homeland to some 
of the players in “Outcasts United,” shared his story at two 
assemblies last October.

Jowel was 10 years old when his family first fled the 
prolonged violence that has killed over six million civilians 
in Central Africa, including his father. When he arrived alone 
in the U.S. in 2010, he had been a refugee for 14 years. He 
had not seen his mother and younger brother since 2004, 
when they were separated and he fled alone from the Congo 
to Tanzania. Like the boys in Outcasts United, Jowel played 
soccer as a refugee, even while he was homeless and living 
on a city street. “Soccer helped keep us all sane,” he said.

Jowel also talked of arriving as a refugee in Springfield, 
his job working with refugees at Jewish Family Services, 
and his attending Springfield College. He hopes to be a 
social worker.

Presenting civilians’ stories of life and survival 
in a conflict zone as well as the stories of 
veterans helps VEP provide audiences a deeper 
understanding of war’s costs. Later this school 
year Jowel and VEP veterans will share stories at 
a Springfield high school through a joint program 
with the Springfield Armory Museum (See article 
on VEP’s National Park Service partnership), 
helping students compare WWII and the Holocaust 
to contemporary wars and genocides. Jowel, a 
Holocaust survivor and VEP veterans will speak.

When asked by students about the Hutu violence against 
Tutsis that had killed members of his family and millions 
of other Africans, Jowel advocated a peaceful resolution, 
explaining that much of the animosity and mistrust between 
tribes was motivated by power-hungry politicians and 
fanatics. “In Africa, I had both Hutu and Tutsi friends,” he 
explained. “We are not that different.”

He added his hope that one event “take away” to 
students was that, in spite of incredible adversity, that “you 
can always focus on what you want to be” and achieve it. 
Voke principal Andrew Linkenhoker praised Jowel for that 
message, and for providing the students with inspiration. The 
assemblies, he said, “were among the best I’ve ever seen.”

New partnership with National Parks

VEP is a new partner in the National Park Service (NPS) Park in Every 
Classroom (PEC), a program that creates collaborations among 

public schools, education-oriented community groups and NPS facilities. 
Working with the Springfield Armory Museum and Natural Historic 
Site, VEP is helping implement programs at the Armory and schools, 
providing more students opportunities to hear our speakers’ stories. VEP 
also is involved in community service programs for students that are a 
PEC project component.

The Armory— which operated under federal supervision manufacturing 
weapons from 1777 to 1968— is on the Springfield Technical Community 
College campus. VEP helps plan Museum field trips. Veterans (some of 
whom were wounded-in-action) and civilian war survivors share stories in 
participating classrooms, important insights about the realities of firearms 
and the human costs of war that are not part of standard history curriculum.

Jim Munroe speaks to a Birchland M.S. assembly

VEP speakers playing important roles
After their PEC Armory field trip last year, Vietnam veteran Jim 

Munroe and former VEP Director Rob Wilson (now a volunteer) visited 
7th graders at the E. Longmeadow Birchland Middle School, spoke at 
a school assembly, and visited classes. The former Marine shared his 
story, about being wounded and the life-long impact of war’s physical 
and emotional trauma. Rob— who was not in the military— responded to 
questions about the home front and political climate of the Vietnam era. 
VEP also helped plan a class project in support of elderly and disabled 
veterans at the Holyoke Soldiers Home.

A new PEC program, at Renaissance Charter High School in 
Springfield, will complement 9th grade history and English curriculum 
and help students apply lessons learned about WWII and the Holocaust to 
the world today. VEP war vets will share their stories, and Central African 
war refugee Jowel Iranzi, now a VEP guest speaker, will testify to war’s 
impact on civilians in a separate program, helping students compare Nazi 
genocides of the 1940s to the present. For the public service program, 
Jowel will help students contact a Central African refugee camp, learn 
about the genocide survivors’ needs, and initiate a small aid program that 
teachers hope to expand in future years.

Civilian War Survivors Speak, continued from page 1
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VEP veterans well received in  

Pioneer Valley classrooms

Trained VEP veteran speakers who served in wars from WWII 
through current conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan shared their 

stories with youth and young adults in a variety of settings over 
2013-14, reaching a total audience of more than 2,500. Here is a 
sampling of the events.

Working where need is greatest
Vietnam veteran and VEP Board member Don Chevannes 

spoke to 35 young men in a state juvenile detention facility in 
Springfield, in a Franklin County Upward Bound program for high 
school students aiming to be the first in their families to attend 
college, and in a Springfield College program created to provide 
working adults with no higher education the opportunity to attend 
college.

“I thought I’d just pick up my life again. I didn’t know 
until later I was wounded in a way you can’t see.”     
                                      Don Chevannes, VEP veteran

At the Tinkham Road program for juveniles, Don shared his 
own journey of facing life obstacles, in a poor Harlem neighborhood 
and on to the jungles of Vietnam. He shared difficult and graphic 
memories of war and homecoming experiences with the teens— 
many similar to the violence and drug related issues faced by the 
boys in his audience. The veteran, who returned from Vietnam a 
heroin addict, described his long struggle with PTSD, substance 
abuse, his incarceration in a New York prison, a period with 
homelessness, and his healing and successful recovery.

“I wasn’t physically wounded in Vietnam, so I figured nothing 
was wrong,” Don told his rapt audience. “I thought I’d just pick 
up my life again. I didn’t know until later I was wounded in a way 
you can’t see.” Don also spoke of his work now, as an advocate 
and counselor for homeless vets.

The students in the Tinkham Road juvenile program were 
inspired to hear from someone who had been through so much 
adversity for so long, only to emerge stronger in the broken places. 
“What he’s done with his life is amazing,” one student said. “It 
gives me hope for what I can do.”

The things vets carry
Tim O’Brien’s acclaimed novel about the Vietnam War, The 

Things They Carried, is popular in high school English classes, with 
VEP vets often invited as speakers. Chicopee Comprehensive H.S., 
nearby a major Air Force base, invited former Marine Jim Munroe 
to share his experiences and some insight into the book. Speaking 
to an assembly of more than 200 seniors at the school, Jim went 
beyond the text book as he described his boot camp training, his 
service in Vietnam and the night etched permanently in his memory, 
when he was seriously wounded in an attack that killed the marine 
with whom he shared a fox hole.

Jim also spoke about the lingering effects of combat trauma. 
“It can help for a veteran to share his or her story, and to know 
that you care enough to listen,” he told the students, explaining 
that sharing his own story had helped him heal emotional wounds.

Other veterans, of WWII, Vietnam and Iraq, similarly shared 
stories in other schools that helped students compare O’Brien’s 
fiction to real life. Vietnam veterans Robert Schmid and Don 
Chevannes, along with Iraq vet Victor Nunez Ortiz, were among 
the speakers at Northampton’s Smith Vocational High School.

War and Reconciliation
The Four Rivers Charter School in Greenfield and the RFK 

South Hadley Girls Program students heard from very diverse 
speakers this spring on the subject of war and reconciliation. 
Guest speakers Louise Little from Northern Ireland and Wilhelm 
Verwoerd of South Africa, here for public VEP events, shared 
very moving personal stories of their journeys through intense 
conflict to dedication to reconciliation between once warring 
parties. Both peace advocates, who now work in war zones around 
the globe, have confronted family legacies of discrimination and 
violence. Louise is the granddaughter of a Loyalist militia leader 
in Northern Ireland who eventually became a leader in the peace 
process. Wilhelm, the grandson of the Afrikaner architect of official 
apartheid policy, eschewed the system and worked with the ANC 
and president-to-be Nelson Mandela.

VEP speakers— including Cherie Rankin, who returned to 
Vietnam after serving with the Red Cross during the Vietnam war, 
and Ray Elliott, who worked on racial reconciliation and equality 
for decades after serving in an all-black Army unit during WWII— 
used their personal stories to add to the activists’ presentation about 
reconciliation after armed conflict. Students and teachers at Four 
Rivers shared their amazement at the similarities in wars around 
the world, and the difficulties in changing deep cultural patterns 
of conflict.

WWII vets share their stories: Now all in their nineties, WWII vets affiliated 
with VEP continue to visit classrooms to share their stories. Tom Leaman 
(right) and Paul Slater shared their stories in June with 7th graders at West 
Springfield North M.S. Teacher Kate Niedel is in second row. The class was 
videotaping interviews with community veterans, and also interviews WWII 
veteran Tom Leaman. Tom served as an Army infantryman in France in the 
Battle of the Bulge. Paul is a Navy veteran who served on a destroyer escort 
in the Atlantic and Mediterranean.
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The Lonely Soldier Project:  

A VEP-sponsored play confronts sexual 
assault in the military

By Talya Kingston, co-director, Theater Professor, 
Hampshire College

I first heard about the testimony collected by Columbia University 
Journalism Professor Helen Benedict when the Veterans 

Education Project brought her to speak at Hampshire College. 
She had spent years interviewing women from all branches of the 
military about their war experiences. Her book The Lonely Soldier: 
The Private War of Women Serving in Iraq became the basis for 
the award-winning documentary film The Invisible War.

My interest heightened when I heard Benedict had used the 
same testimony to create a play. As a feminist committed to putting 
women’s voices and experiences in the spotlight, I was compelled 
by the fact that, as one of the soldiers states: “There are only three 
things the guys lets you be if you are a girl in the military—a bitch, 
a ho or a dyke. You’re a bitch if you won’t sleep with them. A ho 
if you’ve even got one boyfriend. A dyke if they don’t like you. So 
you can’t win.”

What would it be like to be that trapped? It was important to 
me to create a piece of theatre that allowed audience to experience, 
not just passively witness, that entrapment… even for an hour. We 
needed to create evocative and physical visual images that matched 
the power of the words in the testimony, since images stay in the 
mind long after words are forgotten. Doing that in a safe way 
became our challenge.

Our November 2013 collaboration with the Veterans Education 
Project helped us to offer the performances free of charge and 

fostered an integrated partnership with veterans from the Soldier On 
Women Veterans Shelter in Leeds. VEP’s Susan Leary and Soldier 
On veterans Fannie Houck and Cori Moskal became consultants 
at rehearsals, helping us to understand the context of the play, the 
military references, and how to march, salute and dress correctly. 
The actors shifted from tentatively performing the words of a 
character to a sense of alliance with the women whose words they 
were performing. They made bolder choices in their movement 
and the theatricality that they employed.

“The movement from theatrical performance to active 
connection to veterans and veterans’ associations simply 
wouldn’t have been possible without the support of the 
Veterans Education Project. We thank you and applaud 
the work you do.”

In rehearsals the actors, led by Troy David Mercier, took 
moments of the stories and created physical manifestations of 
them. I wanted to allow audience members to move through the 
testimony and be confronted by it. We used two adjoining rooms in 
First Churches in Northampton. Audience members were welcomed 
into an intimate parlor room support group setting. As the veterans’ 
stories became more vivid, the audience was moved into a larger 
hall where scenes where enacted in all directions.

Although they speak to many forms of PTSD, much of the 
testimony contained in The Lonely Soldier Project specifically 
addresses sexual harassment and abuse within the US military. 
Benedict has testified to Congress on behalf of women soldiers. Her 
work inspired a class action lawsuit in 2011 against the Pentagon 
and Defense Secretaries Rumsfeld and Gates on behalf of members 
of the military who were sexually assaulted while serving.

By placing our performances on 
the weekend of Veteran’s Day and four 
days before the bipartisan Military 
Justice Improvement Act (introduced 
by Senator Kirsten Gillibrand) was 
debated by the Senate, we hoped to draw 
civilians and veterans into an alliance to 
take the prosecution of serious offenses 
like sexual assault out of the chain of 
command. This created urgency and 
agency for the 180 audience members, 
many of whom were learning about this 
issue for the first time, and who thanked 
us publicly on response boards for 
“speaking truths” and “a cathartic and 
eye-opening experience.”

Al though  admiss ion  to  the 
performance was free, we collected $550 
in donations for the Women’s Program of 
Soldier On. At the very least, one of the 
long term effects of The Lonely Soldier 
Project is the active engagement of ten 
local theatre artists whose commitment to 
this issue over the project’s three months 
has been life-changing.

Three members of the all-woman cast in the Lonely Soldier Project rehearse for the play’s 2013 Veterans Day 
weekend performances. Photo courtesy of The Valley Advocate
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Quaker students study war

VEP visits Friends high school

VEP veterans have travelled to Providence twice since 
the last newsletter, speaking at Moses Brown School, 

one of New England’s two Quaker high schools. The MB 
English Department extended the invitation through VEP’s 
former Director, Rob Wilson, a 1967 graduate of the school. 
Some of our speakers signed up, eager to take VEP stories 
beyond our usual Western Mass. program area. Rob, now 
a VEP volunteer, accompanied the vets.

MB takes the examination of Quaker principles such 
as non-violence seriously, as it uses the humanities to help 
students comprehend the historical impact and human costs 
of war. The senior class English teachers at MB use an 
eclectic collection of literature and poetry that examines 
myths and realities of war, from Homer’s epics of war 
and homecoming in Ancient Greece to writings by Iraq 
and Afghanistan vets. The personal stories of veterans Joe 
Ames (Vietnam), Victor Nunez-Ortiz (Iraq), Jim Munroe 
(Vietnam) and Wayne Smith (Vietnam) complemented 
class readings.

Judging from students’ written responses about 
the senior class assemblies, the veterans made 
a lasting impression. “You really made me think 
about war in a new light, especially in terms of 
the glorification war is associated with compared 
to the extreme violence and emotional disconnect 
that war causes,” one student wrote.

In preparation for both visits, the students had read the 
chapter “How to Tell a True War Story” in the novel “The 
Things They Carried,” by Vietnam veteran Tim O’Brien. 
Measuring up to O’Brien’s war story standards, the vets presented 
an unvarnished perspective on war that touched students on a 
profound and visceral level. One student at last year’s assembly 
wrote that “Joe’s memory of the events was so strong and vivid, 
while he was speaking to us I got an image in my head.” Victor, a 
1992 immigrant from war-torn El Salvador who shared stories of 
growing up in the midst of fighting, as well as stories of his service 
in Iraq, also earned students’ accolades.

At this year’s event, Wayne Smith, a former staff member at 
the Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund (VVMF) and new to speaking 
at VEP events, shared his story of enlistment in the Army and two 
tours of duty as a medic. He described his dominant memories 
of the war, including the emotional pain of losing comrades, the 
cognitive dissonance he felt over the U.S. “search and destroy” 
strategy that was causing many civilian casualties, and the empathy 
and admiration he fostered for those civilians. As an African 
American, he told the students, he was especially sensitive to racial 
slurs directed by some soldiers at all Vietnamese, both enemy 
combatants and allies. “When I came home, I was in many ways 
a broken man,” he said.

Wayne Smith speaks at Moses Brown. The presentation was his first with VEP

The ex-medic also picked up a theme sometimes explored by 
other Vietnam vets in VEP: The deadly history of the defoliating 
chemical Agent Orange, sprayed by U.S. military planes on the 
countryside. Birth defects and cancer among the Vietnamese people 
and U.S. troops are part of that legacy, and he told the students his 
recent surgery for prostate cancer likely was due to his exposure 
over 40 years ago.

All the veterans discussed their difficulties after coming 
home. And each spoke of how assisting others had helped to heal 
emotional wounds: Joe and Victor, who each helped found and 
worked with non-profits related to veterans’ advocacy; Jim, who 
has dedicated his life to helping others as Episcopal priest; and 
Wayne, who worked as a VA Vets Center counselor in the 1980s 
and, in the 1990s, joined the staff of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial 
Fund. He returned to Vietnam to meet with his one-time enemies 
on a mission of reconciliation and to provide humanitarian aid.

The English teacher who invited VEP to MB, Abby Phyfe, 
relayed that many of her students had told her the presentations 
by Victor and Joe had been “the most fascinating, interesting and 
inspiring of their career in English classes… They all believe we 
should continue this partnership in years to come.”
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Unlearning the language of violence

VEP leads multi-layered community examination of 
war, violence and reconciliation

Grants to the VEP from the MassHumanities Foundation 
(MHF), the Markham-Nathan Fund for Social Justice and the 

Edith and Paul  Babson Foundation helped fund an 18 month series 
of public and school events aimed at using first-person stories, films, 
theater, literature, and writings on religion and ethics as catalysts 
for a community conversation about war and violence in America, 
and the ethical and religious dimensions of war and violence, as 
well as healing war’s emotional wounds and social rifts. Working 
in partnership with Hampshire College Humanities professor and 
author Bob Meagher— as well as area veteran and community 
groups, churches and college departments— we planned a variety of 
programs. Here are two examples of our Unlearning the Language 
of Violence Project public programs:

Sexual violence in the military
An epidemic of sexual assault within the U.S. military, until 

recently, was one of the best kept secrets in America. Until the 
research and writings of Helen Benedict led to a close examination 
of the topic and inspired the Oscar-nominated documentary film, 
“The Invisible War.” At a series of three events, including a public 
lecture, a screening of “The Invisible War” at Hampshire College 
and a talk to mental health providers at the Northampton V.A., 
Ms. Benedict shared the stories of the women veterans she had 
interviewed. The 2013 presentations coincided with National 
Sexual Assault Awareness Month. A number of area women vets 
were at the well-attended events— which were co-sponsored by the 
region’s domestic abuse shelters-- and many spoke out on the issue, 
sharing powerful personal testimony. VEP Director Susan Leary 
introduced the film and spoke at several additional screenings. "I 
have heard in private so many stories of military sexual trauma, 
from every generation of service women, yet the emotional pain 
of the issue has silenced many from speaking of it in public,” she 

said. “It is gratifying to see more coming forward and speaking 
out about this horrific reality, and to find so many civilians ready 
to listen.” (Go to Page 3 to read about a VEP-sponsored play 
inspired by these events.)

Conflict and reconciliation focus of multiple events 
and an international video project

Wilhelm Verwoerd and Louise Little speak in Northampton

Two internationally-recognized leaders in reconciling one-
time combatants in political hotspots such as Northern Ireland, 
the Middle East and Central/Southern Africa spoke at a March, 
2013 event that was co-sponsored by and held at Northampton’s 
First Churches. Louise Little from Northern Ireland and Wilhelm 
Verwoerd from South Africa, shared their peacebuilding strategies, 
challenges and successes, along with their individual and inspiring 
journeys of reconciliation, healing and international activism. (The 
two also spoke at two school events: See VEP in the Classroom, pg. 
3.) Both are grandchildren of high-ranking political and military 
leaders who were once embroiled in violence civil conflict. The 
enthusiastic audience responses included “fantastic,” “clear,” 
“direct,” and “warm.”

The two activists, who are involved in an international 
documentary project to collect cutting edge 
strategies for reconciling and healing the political 
and social wounds of war, also held and videotaped 
a two day retreat with local war veterans, at which 
they shared their experiences working for peace 
and recorded the veterans’ stories and personal 
journeys through violence. VEP Director Susan 
Leary, ex-Director Rob Wilson, and Bob Meagher 
(a frequent collaborator on VEP events) also 
attended and shared their experiences working with 
veterans. The stories and discussions with Louise 
and Wilhelm will be combined with the stories of 
ex-combatants and civilian war survivors from 
other one-time conflict zones around the world 
and edited into a documentary on peace-making 
and reconciliation strategies.

See Pg. One article, “A Marine’s Wounded 
Soul,” about another event that was part of this 
project.

Looking at war from the civilians’ side: Refugees from war zones and civil unrest and violence in 
Sudan, Iraq, Libya and other nations joined Iraq veteran Victor Nunez-Ortiz (speaking, center) on a 
Northampton panel discussing the dangers refugees face trying to avoid persecution in their home 
countries and the challenges they can encounter as immigrants in the U.S. (See Pg. One article for 
more information.) Victor came to the U.S. in the early 1990s as a child from war-torn El Salvador.
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The Stethoscope Cure 
(Solyphos Press), by Sam 
Osherson. Can therapists 
who have never been to war 
help veterans who have? 
That’s the central question 
Osherson, a psychologist 
and the author of several 
best-selling non-fiction 
books, ponders in his first 
novel, The Stethoscope 
Cure, set in a fictional 
V.A. hospital during the 
Vietnam War. Already 
reeling from a tragedy 
occurring with a veteran 
under his care, first-year 
psychiatric resident Dr. 
Paul Gilverstein is assigned 

one of the Department’s toughest outpatient cases: Sgt. Lionel Tool, 
an angry vet back from Vietnam. The heart of this story lies in the 
relationship between the two. Drawing on his own experience 
interning at a V.A. during the Vietnam War, Osherson lays bare the 
deeply personal human relationship that underlies psychotherapy. 
Ultimately Dr. Gliverstein learns to heal others— and himself— by 
listening to his heart. Sam has shared his insights about combat 
trauma at several VEP events. Visit www.samosherson.com/books.

The Warrior’s Return: Restoring the Soul After War (Sounds True), 
by Ed Tick, Ph.D. In spite of billions spent on psychological care 
and reintegration programs, we face an epidemic of combat-related 
conditions such as PTSD. With Warrior’s Return, Tick presents 
a powerful case for changing the way we welcome our veterans 
back from service and offers a vision and a path for transforming 
the wounds of war into sources of wisdom, honor, and growth. 
Tick draws on 35 years of experience working with veterans, 
lessons from cross-cultural wisdom and mythical archetypes, 

and proven psychology 
methods. His book is a 
resource to help families, 
caregivers, and veterans 
understand and cope 
with the life-changing 
effects of combat. Tick is 
a co-founder of Soldier's 
Heart, an organization 
now based in Amherst 
MA tha t  p rovides  a 
comprehensive model to 
address the emotional, 
moral ,  and spi r i tua l 
wounds of veterans, their 
families and communities. 
Visit www.soldiersheart.
net/resources.

The Wounds Within: A Veteran, 
a PTSD Therapist, and a 
Nation Unprepared (Skyhorse 
Publishing, available Jan., 
2015), by Mark I. Nickerson 
and Joshua S. Goldstein. An 
inside account of the iconic 
case of Marine Lance Corporal 
Jeff Lucey, a Belchertown MA 
vet whose battle with PTSD 
ended when he took his life 
after returning home from the 
early months of the Iraq War. 
Nickerson, an internationally 
recognized expert on trauma 
treatment who was Jeff ’s 

psychotherapist and who has spoken at VEP events, also examines 
the Lucey family’s decade-long campaign to reform the Veterans 
Affairs system that had failed Jeff and to end the stigma around 
military-related mental health issues. VEP’s close work with the 
Luceys following Jeff’s death and the founding of our military 
family support group, are detailed. This book is a definitive account 
of combat trauma and a vital resource for military families and 
anyone who works with and cares about veterans. Visit www.
woundswithin.com.

The Roots of Combat Trauma and the Seeds of Recovery
New books by friends and colleagues of VEP examine the challenges of coming home from war

Killing from the Inside Out: Moral Injury and Just War (Cascade 
Books), by Robert E. Meagher. The latest research reveals that the 
most severe and intractable PTSD— fraught with shame, despair, 
and suicide— stems from ''moral injury.'' Meagher examines this 
emotional war wound, which occurs when a soldier’s strongly 
held moral beliefs are violated, by one’s own actions, in witness 
of others’ actions, or as a victim of those one trusted. The author, 
a Hampshire College professor, religion scholar and frequent VEP 
event collaborator, also exposes 
as bankrupt the centuries-old 
“just war” doctrine used by 
militaries, governments, and 
religious institutions to justify 
going to war. The doctrine 
does not, Meagher reveals, 
inoculate soldiers from moral 
injury. Praised by leading PTSD 
therapists, clergy, and some 
military officials, the book 
challenges us to look beyond just 
war, to understand the scope of 
moral injury, and to support those 
coping with its distress. Visit 
www.moralinjuryandjustwar.
org.
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“The immorality of war is not a wound we 
can ignore, as is painfully obvious with so 
many veterans committing suicide.”
Iraq veteran Tim Kudo, see Page One, “A 
Marine’s Wounded Soul”

Here’s the latest news on VEP in the classroom and the community

From left to right: Iraq veteran Tim Kudo at a public program about moral 
injury in wartime (See pg. one); Cherie Rankin, a Red Cross veteran of 
Vietnam, and WWII veteran Ray Elliott share at the Four Rivers Charter 
H.S. in Greenfield (See pg. 3); Former Army medic Wayne Smith (right) 
at a recent VEP presentation at a Quaker high school in Providence, R.I., 
with fellow Vietnam vet Jim Munroe (See pg. 5)

“You really made me think about war in a new light, 
especially in terms of the glorification war compared to 
the extreme violence and emotional disconnect that war 
causes.” –A high school senior to Vietnam vet Wayne Smith

Wherever they speak, VEP veterans help audiences to 
think about war, as this student did, “in a new light.” We 
thank Wayne and the many other speakers who selflessly 
volunteer time to share their stories through VEP.
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